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Active Camps
Real Parent Reviews: The Impact of CMXSC Active Holiday Camps"

Explore the transformative experiences at CMXSC Active Holiday Camps
through the eyes of parents. Their stories highlight the camp's positive impact
on children's confidence, social skills, and overall happiness.

Parental Insights and Testimonials

Harriet Whiteside's Story: Harriet shares how her sensitive child, usually
apprehensive about new environments, eagerly joined our camp without a
backward glance, a testament to our welcoming and nurturing atmosphere.
Susie Bush's Enthusiasm: Susie's account of her son's excitement about
returning to our camp underscores our engaging activities and the strong,
positive relationship our staff builds with each child.

Gemma Burgess's Perspective: Gemma notes the affordability and
convenience of our local camps and how her son counted down the days to
each session, highlighting our camp's role in fostering anticipation and joy.

Laura Cogman's Recommendation: Laura's comparison of various holiday
clubs her son has attended puts CMXSC at the top, praising our safe and
secure environment where her son felt his happiest.

A Community Built on Trust and Joy
These parental narratives underline our commitment to creating a safe,
stimulating, and joyful environment, where every child feels valued and eager
to participate.

Discover more about the enriching experiences at CMXSC Active Holiday
Camps. Visit our website for more testimonials and reserve a spot for your child
today. Don't forget to follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter ( X ) and TikTok
for the latest updates and community stories!

Visit our website -  https://www.cmxsc.co.uk/active-holiday-camps
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Creating a happy,
safe & engaging
environment during
school holidays. 

#activekidsbrightfutures


